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Rinzai Roku chapter 9 

 

I talked for a very long time about the First Statement but then finally yesterday I got to 
talk about the Second Statement. The after the Second Statement finishes then Rinzai 
gives us the Third Statement.  
For you folks who are all Zazen practitioners when you approach this there is one thing 
that you have to really settle down and think about it carefully. 
 The source opens up like a flower blooming. And when the flower of the source bump in 
then past, present and future appears. And this is what Rinzai is talking about here, at 
least from my point of view.  
After the flower then becomes a fruit becomes a seed - then that seed returns to the 
source. Yesterday I spoke about how Rinzai is referring to the Dharma activity that 
makes this cosmos and all of us who live in it as ‘myo ge’ Miao-che the deeply subtle 
exquisite inexplicable activity.  
I have tomorrow and the next days for the Third Statement. So it’s not so important to 
talk about the Third Statement today. What I want you to contemplate carefully is the 
Dharma activity itself. How the Dharma activity never fixates as the source but develops 
into the First, Second and Third Statement. What Rinzai is trying to tell us here is that 
the source never fixates it never stops it’s never static.  
What you carefully must contemplate is that it implies it’s a mistake for us to fixate the 
source and think of it as an object. 
You have to really realize for yourself that people have this tendency to always fixate the 
source fixate god and think about the source or god as an object. But the moment you do 
this it isn’t an object anymore it isn’t the god anymore. It is an objectified existence.  
This is why Buddhism says the source is no source. That is the true source. That’s what 
Buddhism speaks in this difficult kind of way.  
And you have to have a question: Where does the source come from?  
If we say that the source is now manifest then we have to think well what was 
manifesting before the source is manifested. The Enlightened One - the one that founded 
Buddhism taught that the source is no source. That is the source. Rinzai is with these 
kind of questions. The conclusion of this is that the condition of the origin  - the source is 
when the two opposing essential forces meet and then totally unify. It is not a fixated 
thing.  
If we are faced with the question: Where has the source come from? What we must 
conclude is that every source comes from a previous source . That one source breaks 
open and manifest a new source.  
Buddhism teaches that the origin never fixates itself it always goes on to manifest a new 
origin. And another way to express the same thing is to say the origin always manifests a 
result. There is a process a source moves through in order to manifest a new source. And 
that process is comprised oof the activity of separating subject and object and the 
activity of unifying subject and object.  
We are now here. We are manifest here. We are alive here. And the teaching of 
Buddhism says that our purpose is to manifest the result of the origin. In other word our 
purpose is to manifest a new origin.  
Buddhism teaches that when a new source manifests that’s when the two essential 
opposing forces have unified again. 
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A new source manifests but that new source also is not fixated. In fact one after the next 
uncountable times new sources manifest. The Dharma activity moves forward until 
finally it reaches the state where it doesn’t need to manifest a new self anymore.  
Without fail inevitably that state where a new self does not need to be manifest any 
more will be arrived at. And that state where it is not necessary to manifest a new self 
anymore is also described as the state in which the self is always seeing itself this 
activity of consciousness in which self is seeing self. When this kind of consciousness 
manifests it doesn’t matter how many times a new self is manifest. Each time a new self 
appears it is always seeing itself. This is when the plus activity that is the leader in the 
process of needing to manifest a new self  can finally rest.  
We also teach as I told you so many times before that the plus activity is not manifesting 
alone in the process of manifesting a new self after the next. He must be helped by the 
minus activity.  
The function of consciousness that manifests the self seeing itself also is not done just by 
the plus activity. He must be helped by the minus activity in order to manifest this kind 
of consciousness. And the teaching of Buddhism says it is only when this kind of 
consciousness manifests that we will find peace of heart – peace of mind. And 
Tathagatha Zen takes that teaching and commands us to actually do it.  
For example when Buddhism considers a frog Buddhism says that each time this frog 
manifest itself as a frog it maybe has some kind of consciousness that knows that it will 
then manifest the complete frog. It will become the frog Buddha. Snakes are the same 
and birds, too. Therefore Buddhism teaches when a frog looks for its self or a snake or a 
bird looks at its self it can find true satisfaction in that.  
When the self manifests when the ‘I am ‘ self appears at first it appears receiving one 
hundred millionth of plus and an equal one hundred millionth of minus. When those two 
equal portions of plus and minus totally become one that is the perfect self. There is no 
doubt that there is a complete self.  
There are lots of different kinds of frogs.  
There are many different kinds of frogs and maybe one frog world would be five 
hundred millionth of plus and minus and another frog world would be of six hundred 
millionth of plus and minus. You can see from this that there are many different kinds of 
frog worlds. If you can understand that from five point one hundred millionth of plus 
and minus all the way to five point two, point three, four, five, six, seven, eight and nine 
and all the stages between are all different stages of frog world you can see that between 
five and six hundred millions there are many different kind of frog worlds. The birds 
realm and animals realm are similar to this. 
 And the human realm is the same too. There are many differences within the human 
world. Its possible according to Buddhism to manifest to manifest complete peace of 
heart through manifesting perfect wisdom. The teaching of Tathagatha Zen very 
carefully and kindly teaches as to children, teaches that if we say that the total plus and 
minus activities are a hundred millionth then the ultimate human manifestation has all 
of that hundred million as its content. And we can think of this in terms of time. We can 
say that it has all a hundred millionth whatever kind of  time unit you want to use as its 
content. 
I’ve been telling you endlessly that the very first root source is the ultimately small and 
inevitably that first source will come to manifest the ultimately large as its result.  
The way Buddha is defined is to say that a Buddha is someone who has completely done 
the activity of manifesting a new self until truly it doesn’t have to be done anymore. That 
means it has thoroughly manifested complete perfect wisdom.  
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We human beings have developed human consciousness and because we have this 
consciousness it causes us lots of suffering. But Buddhism says that the solution to our 
suffering that our consciousness causes us is to manifest perfect complete total 
consciousness that sees everything as itself. And when that kind of true wisdom is 
manifest then there is nothing to seek and nothing to avoid. Then there is no question 
such as ‘How big is the universe?’ or ‘How small is it?’ – ‘Does the universe disappear or 
doesn’t it disappear?’ 
Intellectuals no matter what you tell them will always say: ‘But isn’t it true that the 
universe expands without limit.’ It is because they are always thinking of cosmos and 
thinking of time as an object that they always will pipe up and say ‘Isn’t the cosmos 
infinite doesn’t the time stretch out infinitely?’ The reason why this kind of people 
cannot come to some solution cannot solve this problem satisfactorily is because every 
time their ‘I am’ manifests it is taking things as objects. No matter how clever that ‘I am’ 
is it’s still looking at things as objects.  Peace of heart peace of mind will not come as long 
as we insist on seeing things as objects. No matter what we study no matter how smart 
we are as long as we insist on seeing things as objects we never will find peace. However 
as I told you before on the other hand if you are able to see everything as your self 
always then it won’t  be necessary for you to take the world as an object and argue about 
it any more. It won’t be necessary for you to seek yourself any more.  
The self sees itself, then the wisdom is manifest  that knows that the self is neither object 
nor subject. Buddhism teaches this very difficult teaching that insists that it is essential 
for the self to disappear. Without doing the activity of dissolving the self the wisdom of 
self seeing self will never manifest.  
The sort of consciousness that sees everything as itself is no longer conscious 
consciousness. But you have to experience this for yourself over and over again. You 
have to practice coming to these experiences over and over.  
When considering the question of infinite universe or not an infinite universe - if you try 
using your imperfect human consciousness to solve that question you will never be able 
to grasp it. When perfect consciousness manifests always necessarily the imperfect ‘I 
am’ self is gone. Then the perfect state is manifested. The only way of experiencing the 
activity of the self seeing itself is to dissolve the personal ‘I am’ self. There is no other 
way to manifest the wisdom that knows without knowing that the self is seeing itself.  
The self in this state is already seeing itself it therefore doesn’t have to act in order to 
look for itself anymore.  
Buddhism calls the state in which the self is seeing itself and doesn’t need to search 
anymore the manifestation of true love. The activity of true love doesn’t belong to 
subject nor object. Human beings want to think of an one and only perfected personified 
being to which there is no second. They want to think of god. And if you must think of a 
god you have to understand that it is neither subject nor object. That state of perfection 
is an activity in which plus and minus are acting without will. 
The state of completion is an activity in which plus is totally experiencing minus and 
minus is at that very moment simultaneously experiencing plus. In this activity of 
complete experience both subject and object have disappeared.  
I’ve spoken to you up until now many times about how the ‘I am’ first manifests. But in 
any case that ‘I am’ that had manifest is gone. And another way to describe this state of 
‘no I am’ is to say that it is manifesting the wisdom of plus totally experiencing minus 
and minus totally experiencing plus. 
The plus and the minus activity are totally unified in the state of ‘no I am’ and I told you 
how the ‘I am’ manifest from that many times. Buddhism also says that when the perfect 
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self is manifest and plus and minus are totally unified it will be stopped. Inevitably they 
will both rest.  
They do rest but they don’t rest. This is the teaching of Buddhism: Buddhism says when 
plus totally rests then minus will wake up and when minus will completely rest then 
plus wakes up and acts. So really in this rest there is no rest.  
There is no way around it. We have to say this difficult things when faced with this. We 
have to say they rest without resting they act without acting. That when plus rests then 
although minus should rest together with plus  she has to start acting and when minus 
rests then plus has to start acting. At the same time the saying ‘rest must occur’ we are 
also saying ‘rest never occurs’.  That’s why it’s so hard.  
From the old days we’re trying to explain this activity – this state. Not just the old days – 
all from the old days till now people have always tried to explain this activity in terms of 
time. The plus activity can never act alone and independently.  And minus also can never 
act alone and independently. But plus inevitably will come to rest. Plus and minus 
according to Buddhism are always acting together. But there is a difference between the 
type of activity they do. One is leading and the other is following. We can even say one is 
acting and the other is reacting. So this is how they are in relationship with each other. 
The translator asked the Roshi to explain a little bit more about the rest thing at the end.  
And Roshi said, ‘Are you resting now?’. And I said ‘I’m sorry my breathing must have 
been resting’. And Roshi said, ‘ Well if you are resting I am not resting. I’m making your 
place of rest for you.’ 
When the man wants to shake hands with the woman first he asks, ‘Would you permit 
me to shake your hands?’   (Roshi) ‘No !’  
If she says ‘No!’ would you be able to shake her hands? Do you think? 

That is when the woman is strongly asserting her ‘I am’. When the woman strongly 
assert her ‘I am’ that will cause the man to be startled and assert and manifest his ‘I am’ 
in the sense of: ‘Wow! She is a strong woman!’ 
The only way according to Buddhism that shaking hands can manifest is in this case for 
the man to take initiative and lead in the initiative of shaking hands. But simultaneously 
the woman must do the activity of receiving the handshake or there will be no 
handshake.  
So to get back to the rest thing. When the man is totally exhausted and rests the woman 
will rest with him. The function of giving and receiving has always been talked about in 
Buddhism. In Tathagatha Zen we say that when it is necessary for it is inevitable and 
necessary for the receiving activity to be done simultaneously. Giving is one and then the 
activity of letting the giving in of receiving and taking that giving is done. When plus and 
minus come into total relationship in this way then the ‘I am’ is gone.  
Buddhism and essentially Tathagatha Zen teaches that the activity that is making this 
great cosmos is the will-less activity of plus and minus working together. There is no ‘I 
am’. There are no selves in this activity. This is a total will-less activity the activity that 
forms the universe. Therefore in this activity there is no more need to argue about 
anything. Human beings when we manifest true love it’s the same. The manifestation of 
human true love is a will-less activity. People like to say ‘We must live love’ and it sounds 
beautiful. But I wonder if they really know that true love has to be the emptiness activity 
– the will-less activity.  
But please don’t make a mistake about this. Don’t take the teaching of the necessity of 
manifesting will-less love from your ‘I am’ perspective and then just go around loving in 
some kind of sloppy half hazard way.  
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The pure activities of giving and taking happen will-lessly. But when we have will we 
have to give rise to this unique and magnificent activity that’s called the manifestation of 
the heart of great compassion.  
I’ve been talking about this and the time has slipped through my fingers and I haven’t 
been able o make any progress. So I leave it off here and try to move forward. According 
to Buddhism when the plus activity is leading then the minus activity is accompanying 
the plus activity  aiding the plus activity. And this is the process that culminates in the 
manifestation of the ultimate large universe.  
The ultimate large cosmos means the manifestation of the cosmos that has every single 
existing being as its content it is embracing everything. Great love is a magnificent thing. 
But as I’ve been telling you great love means the manifestation of the great cosmos itself 
that is embracing everything and there can be no ‘I am’ self in it. 
If the ultimate large cosmos is manifest then the plus activity who had been leading can 
rest. When the plus activity rest simultaneously minus activity is acting. I know this it is 
difficult. You probably want to argue with me about it, but that’s the way it is.  
The minus activity acts that is to say she begins to contract. She begins to take this 
ultimately large universe and contract it. This teaching of Buddhism is such a great 
teaching. Buddhism explain things in such a skillful way. Don’t you think? 

This person Sakyamuni was born into this world. People will laugh probably if I say that 
he taught people such a skillful thing. Even if you folks don’t laugh I laugh. This laughter 
is a kind of laughter just how wonderful the teaching is. You have to become the same 
way. This beautiful skillful teaching of Sakyamuni has to make you laugh how beautiful it 
is.  
At the ultimately large cosmos the activity now turns towards the ultimately small 
cosmos and the minus activity is leading in this process. And the activities of separating 
subject and object and unifying subject and object repeat again. In this process 
unfailingly a self will manifest. This self is the self that must die.  
When the ultimately small expanded to the ultimately large it was the living activity that 
was leading. Selves that needed to do living were manifesting in that process. Conversely 
according to Buddhism when the minus contracting activity is then the selves manifest 
in that process are the selves that must do dying.    
Most people love the world of living but they are not able to love the world of dying. 
Buddhism teaches however that maybe mothers are the exception to this. People who 
are actually mothers in the human world come to manifest the kind of consciousness 
that knows they must die together with their children.  
This is probably where the ladies first kind of thinking came from. Women are really 
better than men. Women are the superior ones and men are low class. That’s fine. 
However in the world in which the living activity – the plus activity is leading then the 
men have to lead. The selves that must do living have to act. Both of these states 
however result in the state of perfection. There’s a plus activity leading being helped by 
the minus activity and resulting in the ultimately large cosmos for the minus dying 
contracting activity being helped the plus activity resulting in the ultimately small 
cosmos in which dying doesn’t need to be done anymore. Both are states that are 
beyond compare.  
So there is nothing wrong with thinking that ladies should be first. I don’t have a 
particular problem with the ladies first way of thinking  but I actually hate it when 
people are love-sided and always think that the ladies must be first. In the ancient 
Chinese way of thinking which is the opposite- ‘ dan son cho’ – which means ‘man’s first 
– men are better and women are worse’ . I also hate that kind of love-sided thing. To 
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manifest true simultaneous functioning according to Buddhism we have to have a mind 
of equality.  
I’d gone way over time so I should try to rap it up  and what I want you to leave it with 
the day that the Dharma activity never stops acting. From the first root source that is not 
fixated new sources are manifest until this process culminates in the ultimately large 
and then the process returns to the ultimately small.  
No matter how you think about it Buddhism is just a great teaching. It just can’t express 
how wonderful and beautiful Buddhism teaches.  
Let’s stop here today. 
  
 
 


